converge to a round sphere enclosing the same volume äs M 0 in the C^-topology äs t-»oo.
Remarks. (i)
A similar problem in the one-dimensional case was treated recently by Gage in [1] .
(ii) If MO is immersed in a general Riemannian manifold, it would be interesting to find conditions on M 0 which ensure that M t converges to a hypersurface of constant mean curvature. The methods in this paper cannot be readily generalized to that case like the mean curvature flow in [4] . In view of the term h in the evolution equation (2) the local evolution of M depends heavily on the global shape of the hypersurface and we show in § l that convexity properties of M 0 may not be preserved if M 0 is immersed in a general Riemannian manifold.
The strategy in the proof of Theorem 0. l aims at obtaining a uniform bound for the mean curvature on M,. We show that the mean curvature can only blow up if it blows up uniformly, thus contradicting the constancy of the enclosed volume. The required estimates are more involved than in [3] since here we don't have an a priori lower bound for the mean curvature and since h introduces a global term in all relevant evolution equations.
In §4 we give a method to obtain the higher order derivative estimates directly from the maximum principle without using the Interpolation inequalities employed in [2] , [3] and [4] .
Part of this work was completed while the author was visiting the University of California San Diego, and he is grateful to the Department of Mathematics there for its support and hospitality.
Evolution equations and convexity properties
We will use the same notation äs in [3] , in particular we write g = {g 0 } and {h i} } for the metric and the second fundamental form and use the notation
The symbol of equation (2) is the same äs in the case of the mean curvature flow. Thus we know that (2) has a smooth solution at least for short times and we will denote by max^o o the maximal time interval where a smooth solution of (2) exists. Proceeding now exactly äs in [3] we derive evolution equations for the metric and the second fundamental form on M t from the basic equation (2).
Proposition. We have the evolution equations
The evolution equation for g implies that the area of M t is decreasing. We have det g y =~H(H-h) and therefore
Mt M t
since /i is the mean value of /i.
Using now and contraction we easily obtain from Proposition 1. l evolution equations for other quantities formed from g and A.
l. 2. Corollary. We have
Since the initial hypersurface M 0 is uniformly convex, there is 0<ε^1/η such that at i = 0
holds everywhere on M 0 . Whereas the evolution equation for H doesn't yield an immediate lower bound for the mean curvature, we can show that inequality (3) is preserved.
3. Theorem. // the initial hypersurface M 0 is uniformly convex, then M t stays uniformly convex and inequality (3)
remains true with a uniform 0 < ε :g l/n for all times t ^> 0 where the solution of (2) exists.
Proof. U is easy to see that the maximum principle for parabolic Systems developed by Hamilton in [2] , Theorem 9. l applies in this Situation. It follows immediately from Proposition 1. 1 that uniform convexity is preserved since the absolute terms in the evolution equation for A vanish at null-eigenvectors of A. To prove that inequality (3) 
(H-h)g ij -2sH(h-H)h ij .
We have only to check that N tj is non-negative on the null-eigenvectors of Μ ί<7 ·. If X is a null-eigenvector of M tj at some (i 0 , x 0 ) we may arrange coordinates such that at (x 0 , i 0 ) we have X = e i9 g i j = ij and h tj is diagonal. Then
This is non-negative since /z>0, 0<ε^1/η and always n Remarks. (i) It is not possible to show that an absolute lower bound like hij ^ ε gij is preserved. Indeed, if M 0 is a convex hypersurface containing an almost flat region, then in this region we have h » H, such that this region is moved in direction of the outward normal and becomes even more flat temporarily.
(ii) A similar argument shows that convexity need not be preserved under this flow for hypersurfaces immersed in arbitrary Riemannian manifolds: Let M 0 be a convex hypersurface in S n + 1 with a portion of M 0 being C 2 -close to an equator of S" + 1 . Again h » H in this region of M 0 , such that initially the hypersurface in this region is moving onto the other side of the equator, changing the sign of the second fundamental form.
We will also need the following consequences of convexity. The result then follows from (3) and
4. Lemma. // inequality

A pinching estimate
In this section we show that the mean curvature can only blow up if the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form come close together.
I.Theorem.
There is δ>0 and C 0 <oo depending only on M 0 such that
olds for all times t ^ 0 where the solution of (2) exists.
We show how the proof of Theorem 5. l in [3] has to be modified to overcome the difficulties arising from the terrn h in the evolution equation (2 Thus (J//d^) 1/p is uniformly bounded by some constant C 1 for these values of p and σ. Now let / ff)k = max(/ (T -fe, 0) and A(k) = {x e M \f ff >k}. Then we multiply (4) with derive for ρε 2 large
Proceeding then exactly s in [3] we see that there is a fixed finite p 0 and a σ 0 > 0 such that for all 0<σ^σ 0 , all 0<T<oo and all k^k i >0
where k l and C 2 are constants depending only on n, ε, C l9 M 0 and where
To show that this term is bounded independently of T we show that
\A(k)\= f 41
A (k)
decays exponentially for some k^k 1 if σ is small enough. Choose a fixed p such that (5) 
^4 (k ι)
J f> k
A (t |)
e-*· j where ^ = l/2/cf /<T . Then let fe = /Cj l^(/ ff -fci) p -Thus we have and observe that on /<(£, + 1) we have
completing the proof of Theorem 2. 1.
Gradient estimate for the mean curvature
In this section we use the pinching estimate in Theorem 2. l to obtain a bound for the gradient of the mean curvature on M t . Since we don't have a finite time interval here, we could not get an estimate s strong s in [3] . However, if We begin with an evolution equation for \VH\ 2 . Proof. This follows from /ι ί; ·^0, Schwarz' inequality and
We will also need the following inequalities. for some constants C 13 and 1 >0, and a slight modification in the proof of Theorem 4. l shows that all higher derivatives of the second fundamental form decay exponentially äs well. In particular, the velocity of the surfaces M f ,
4. Lemma. For all times O^t^T we have the estimates
F = \H~h\
decays exponentially äs t -> oo. Thus M t converges smoothly to a limiting hypersurface MOQ enclosing the same volume äs M 0 , and in view of (10) the limiting hypersurface Mî s a round sphere.
